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Happy New Year! We had a really busy run up to Christmas but
thankfully it’s much calmer now. Our ‘Baby Penguin’ cards turned out
to be a bestseller on Etsy! The fortnight before we decided to take
them off (it was getting a bit too close to the Royal Mail Christmas
posting deadline) I was making about 10 penguins a day as well as
trooping off to the Post Office every morning with two ‘bags for life’
full of parcels - you didn’t want to end up behind me in the queue!
It was a bit nerve-wracking wondering how postal delays would play
out. Luckily everyone received their orders in time; it was such a relief
to receive a message from a customer at 12.30am on Christmas Day
(after Midnight Mass) from Australia to say that their card had arrived.
I’ve included a couple of pie charts below. Needless to say, penguins
(158) and Wensleydales (48) were very popular. And after this first
quarter, on the very last day of 2020, we finally sold a Swaledale!
Anyway, having recovered from the Christmas rush, thoughts
properly turned to what next? After considering purchasing a hat
machine, we decided the risk of developing Repetitive Strain Injury
was already high enough with the cards... However, knitting kits
were a suitably woolly candidate and kits are what we know.
I’ve started designing and provisionally planning three sets (each
including a hat, glove and cowl) in different ability levels, and for
men and women (6 sets in total - I think!). As well as all materials
being included I hope to put together an illustrated ‘how to guide’
for first time knitters. That ‘little’ project should hopefully be
completed by the summer with kits well and truly ready for an
Autumn cast-on or perhaps bought as an early Christmas present…
I’ve also been trying out some new card designs. You may
remember how the popular penguin morphed out of a snowman
(who went awry and underwent a full body transplant). Similarly,
the cat (pictured 2nd below) was once a badger. The owl and rabbit
turned out as intended but the squirrel was a cat, then a dog,
before emerging as a squirrel! We’re going with the owl and the
pussy cat for now (they’ll be on Etsy very soon) with the rabbit
joining the crew in time for Easter. (Credit to William Morris for the
backdrop; a very attractive notebook that was to hand for
photographic purposes, not actual card!).
Yours sheepishly, Emily.
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